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Some major recommendations for 
designing future AR location-based 
stories derived from the usability 
evaluation are as follows:

1. Combine both storytelling and 
route visualization elements for a 
complete tour expereince.

2. The interface design for AR should 
be simple, intuitive, have an 
appropriate color palette and 
provide clear instructions with 
customization options.

3. For storytelling, combine different 
elements e.g. text and 
infographics, and provide options 
e.g. text or audio to access the 
story.

4. For route visualization, use simple 
elements e.g. line and arrows.

5. Include a simultaneous map view 
with the recomended route 
visualization in AR and an 
interactive overview map for self-
guidance.

6. User feedback should be included 
at every step of the design.
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C O N C L U S I O N

To make the most of the technology and 
to provide the audience with the  best 
possible experience, the design of a 
location-based storytelling application in 
AR needs  careful attention. In this study, 
the general recommendations for 
designing a mobile AR app for location-
based storytelling is proposed to help 
with the future application development 
in the early phase of designing.


